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Assurance.
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Assurance is a certainty, a sense of

security concerning the factual state of a
matter or issue. In the world of financial
advice,

given

regulatory

rules

and

requirements; assurance is about safety
or certainty in the belief that processes,
policies
required

and

procedures

regulated

around

processes

or

business practice is sound. We look at
adequacy and effectiveness in all of our
assurance work for spot on compliance.

Our approach to assurance is simple. We believe focus,
broad analytics and a straight forward look at risks help
detect compliance problems earlier
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Adequacy and Effectiveness.

The FCA requires all firms to have effective and adequate systems and
controls. Effectiveness is more than just a feeling. It is the essence of an
evaluation, a judgement call on how well your framework is working.
We dig deep into your systems to find and document evidence of this.
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A Safe Framework.
To ask if a framework is adequate is to ask if that framework covers all
your regulatory needs. We take an intensive look at files and all relevant
documents to see whether they cover all key areas of compliance risk.

We also do this through the way that we plan our file reviews,
We first identify risks through spot checking, noting all the key areas of risk to your
advisory business, then we carry out reviews focused on those key risks and rule
adherence to assess where problems exist in your system or give you a clean health
check.
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Our Approach
We check permissions, third party derived documentation, Anti Money
Laundering, Financial Crime and Counter Terrorist Financing risks
together with risks around research and conflicts of interest and make
recommendations to reduce your risks. Our reviews help you detect risks
earlier, spot trends and manage your compliance. We protect your
business though stating your

controls and procedures to define your

compliance framework and review your risks in line with FCA guidelines.

How important is regulatory risk to you?
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What is risk

Risk is the possibility that something does not go as planned.
It could be many things. Missed deadlines, falling short of suitability standards. Out of
date policies or undocumented key processes. Our job is to make it less likely. We start
by identifying your framework, locating controls, issues and creating compliance
monitoring plans, then we review effectiveness and adequacy for effective , well
managed regulatory risk.
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WHY USE US ?
Independence
Certainty
Peace of mind.
Our reviews help you detect risks earlier, spot trends and test systems and
controls. We protect your business through evaluating your controls and
procedures to define and strengthen your compliance framework and
review your risks in line with FCA guidelines. Our reviews give a clear
picture around an area of focus - a general snapshot of the issue reviewed.
We save you valuable time and provide an independent service. Our
service covers desk based, and cloud based reviews (spot checking) as well
as annual, quarterly and thematic risk reviews.

Call Us on 02080035962
Text 07547384882
Email : hello@gospot.it
Visit : www,gospot.it
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